STATE OF OHIO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

DEL-257-8.37
MAR-257-0.00

VILLAGE OF PROSPECT
CONCORD AND SCIOTO TOWNSHIPS
THOMPSON AND PROSPECT TOWNSHIPS
DELAKE AND MARION COUNTIES

LOCATION MAP

LATITUDE: 40°20'20"     LONGITUDE: 83°10'47"

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

8' WIDEL, CONTINUOUS, SLOT PAVING ON OUTSIDE LANE OF S.R. 257, BEGINNING AT SLM M.326 (S.R. 37) IN DELAWARE COUNTY AND ENDING AT S.R. 47 IN MARION COUNTY (SLM 8.8).

EARTH DISTURBED AREA
PROJECT EARTH DISTURBED AREA: 4.0 ACRES
NOTICE OF INTENT EARTH DISTURBED AREA: 0.1 ACRES
NOT REQUIRED

2039 SPECIFICATIONS
THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS OF THE STATE OF OHIO, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, INCLUDING 2019 SPECIFICATIONS PLANS AND CHANGES LISTED IN THE PROPOSAL SHALL GOVERN THIS IMPROVEMENT.

EARTH DISTURBED AREAS
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I hereby approve these plans and declare that the making of this improvement will not require the closing to traffic of this roadway and that provisions for the maintenance and safety of traffic will be as set forth on these plans and estimates.

APPROVED: DISTRICT DEPUTY DIRECTOR
APPROVED: DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Underground Utilities

Ohio811.org
Before You Dig

Plan Prepared By:
John Doe Consulting Engineers,
9999 English Drive
Computland, Ohio 00000

Engineers Seal